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The Sherpack project started a year ago in June 2017, and significant progress has been
made since then.
In the past year, the partners of the project - three research organisations and three industrial companies - met twice to discuss the results and the future orientations of the project,
with a third meeting already planned in November.

Communications
The Sherpack Consortium has been actively
communicating with the public about the
project. Several press articles were published, and the project has been presented
during several Forums and Fairs. Moreover,
a short video explaining the objectives of
Sherpack was released widely on social
media.

First Results
Focus ON Wet Lamination
Progress has been made on the 3 innovative technologies of the project: wet lamination,
biopolymer emulsion, and polysaccharides grid printing… with first samples prepared for all
three.
While most ongoing work and first results remain (for now) confidential, a first presentation
of the very promising results obtained on the wet lamination technology has been proposed
during CTP's 2018 Technical Day on Paper and Board in Contact with Food, and a post on
Borregaard’s Exilva blog also details this aspect of the project.

Zoom on partners
Recent changes!
Following internal changes, ISOF (Istituto per
la Sintesi Organica e la Fotoreattività del Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche) now replaces
IPCF (Istituto per I Processi Chimico Fisici del
Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche) in the project starting from July 2018. Both are part of
CNR, which remains the partner of the project.
Your scientific contact for Sherpack at CNR
does not change, and all the partners thank the
people of IPCF, who did a great job during
Sherpack first year.

Follow us !
Many exciting results are still to come in the project, which will last until November 2020.
Stay tuned for Sherpack next newsletter, and feel free to contact us if you have questions.
All the best!
The Sherpack Team
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